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SCALA Special Event:
Showcasing Aboriginal Artists

A new SCALA initiative showcasing
aboriginal artists at SCALA Live.
Nathan May (soloist)
Kuko (duo)
Robert K Champion soloist from Vic.
&
SA's own Jessica Wishart (duo)
as the headline act.
Thursday 13 June 2019
The Wheatsheaf Hotel,
39 George St, Thebarton, SA 5031
Come along and have
a listen to some wonderful
original artists in a great
environment.
Doors open 7:30pm. Music from 8pm.
Tickets required for entry
(including SCALA members), at Try
Booking:
http://www.trybooking.com/BCERN
scala.org.au
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Digital skills especially useful to us right now.

SCALA PRESIDENT’S REPORT

Greeting all SCALA members
Well, how did that happen? We blinked our eyes and
here we are into Winter and trying to find seats near the
overhead gas heaters at the Wheaty on SCALA Thursday
nights – that’s what you have been doing, right?
The pattern that’s emerging, as we grow into our, now
long term, residency at the Wheatsheaf Hotel, is a fairly
‘stop-start’ beginning to the year. We break over
Christmas and New Year and then we make way for Mad
March and the Fringe. So, in a way, the ‘SCALA year’
begins in April and runs through to end December. So
now here we are, well into the SCALA year.
We’ve already had some great shows this year with lots
of new faces both on stage and in the audience – a really
good thing to see.
Also, on the door at the Wheaty, you’ll see that SCALA is
now the proud owner of a ‘Square’ EFPOS device so now
we can easily take your money through the usual digital
magic. It’s the little white square thingy on the door desk
– you just wave your credit card at it and suddenly, we
have you money.

Another thing I want to take a moment to do is to
congratulate the SCALA audience at the Wheaty on
being what is potentially the best audience in the
world!. The level of attentiveness and respect in the
SCALA audience is remarkable and you can see
reaction of artists on the stage. It is a very gratifying
thing to watch and a very valuable thing we have all
created together. Let’s be conscious of it, nurture and
preserve it!
Finally, I’ll end this message as I usually do. As a
SCALA member you have a stake in our long-term
capacity to keep doing what we do. The more
members we can get, the more we can do to take our
mission to promote and support song writing to new
heights. Consider bringing along a non-SCALA
member to one of our Thursday nights. Or just
mention SCALA to anyone who you know is into
music, especially live original music. One thing I find
again and again to an extent that surprises me is the
number of people who express an enthusiasm for
original live music. They are the ones we want to
reach out to and bring into the SCALA community.
All the best to everyone and we’ll see you on
Thursday nights at the Wheaty.
Simon Molloy

So, no need for non-SCALA member to bring cash for the
door anymore. Of course, if you ARE a SCALA member,
you don’t need cash anyway because, that’s right, you
get in free (except for some special events, so keep that
in mind).
The SCALA Board has begun work on our annual Festival
Of Original Music – FOOM! We’re making some changes
this year. First of all, bigger cash prizes for the ‘most
celebrated’ song writers and their songs. We’re using the
term ‘most celebrated’ instead of ‘winners’ because we
really do want to emphasise that this is a ‘Festival’ not a
competition. As you can tell from any of our Thursday
nights at the Wheaty, the vibe is about appreciating
original music.
In addition to FOOM, we will be staging again, for our
last show for the year on December 19th, our ‘People’s
Choice Song Competition’ – where you, the audience,
gets to have the last word in a down-to-the wire song
competition with big cash prizes for the winners. This
was fantastic and energetic event last year with lots of
new faces and some amazing songs.
Keep an eye on the SCALA website for ticketing
information about these events. The People’s Choice
night and FOOM final always sell out and even some of
the five FOOM heats are at capacity. So get in early!
Next, I want to extend my thanks to retiring Board
members Des Wade and Noni Espinosa and thank and
welcome newcomer Josh Hibovsky. We are looking for
another board member so if you are a ‘worker and a
doer’ reach out to us.
scala.org.au
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MEET THE SCALA BOARD
Simon Molloy - President
Greg Wright— Secretary
Jack Moore—Treasurer
Geoff Hastwell , Rowena Garcia, Paula
Standing, Ronnie Taheny, Marta Bayly
and Josh Hibovsky
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CONCERT REVIEW

RALPH McTELL
Fifty years in a couple of hours
by Salvia Officinalis
When Ralph McTell toured Australia in 2012, the word was that
it was his last tour Down Under. I was glad to be able to hear
him again earlier this year on his Hill of Beans tour.
In concert at the Trinity Sessions for two nights, McTell
presented two sets that covered his fifty years as a working songwriter and musician: story songs (Around the Wild
Cape Horn), character portraits (Reverend Thunder), childhood memories (Barges, Mrs Adam’s Angels), and songs
that spring from chance observations or unregarded words and open up into wider, deeper stories (The Girl on the
Jersey Ferry, From Clare to Here).
The voice seemed a little rougher at the edges, the guitar playing perhaps not so crisp – but McTell is still a
consummate performer, one of those singer-songwriters able to hold a large
audience and create the sense of intimacy, of immediacy, that makes for a truly satisfying
exchange between performer and audience.
McTell insisted that he doesn’t always finish his concerts with The Streets of London; it’s just one of his songs, and
the fact that it came at the end of his last set wasn’t by conscious design. None the less, it was very satisfying for
the audience, many of them fans for decades, as they sang along, word-perfect.
The Streets of London was a young man’s song. A pretty melody, words that mixed social justice and sentiment, it
became McTell’s “signature tune”, with people the world around learning it and singing it and requesting it at
concerts.
Called back for a well-deserved encore, McTell jumped ahead to one of his newest songs, a reflective piece that
begins with the picture on the cover of Bob Dylan’s 1963 album, Freewheelin’ Bob Dylan. If The Streets of London is
a young man’s song, driven by idealism, then West 4th Street and Jones is an older man’s song, about having our
idealism chipped away by the hard edges of life and time.
Publicity for McTell’s Australian tour said he was here to promote a soon-to-be-released album, Hill of Beans. We
haven’t seen the album yet, but after another taste of McTell’s music back in March, I’m waiting impatiently.

NOT A SCALA MEMBER?
SCALA membership is open to anyone
with an interest in songwriting,
composition and lyric writing, anywhere
in the world.
JOIN UP TODAY and enjoy the benefits
of being a SCALA member.
Go to our website and follow the
prompts:
http://www.scala.org.au/join-scala
scala.org.au
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SPOTIFY - PANACEA OR POISON?
Not that long ago, the idea of helping artists make income from their songs outside the conventional recording
process came into being. 'Streaming platforms' such as Spotify promised songwriters bountiful reward if they simply
permitted that platform to 'stream' songs on their technology. Indie artists would not need an expensive studio, to
record physical CDs or wait for these to be sold through music shops. No. The platform would simply send a
writer's work 'out to the world' and the money would soon be pouring in.
But has it happened ? Hmmmm! Maybe for a few 'legacy acts' or a song that has gone viral, but for most 'workers
in song' no cash has begun to flow. The platforms though, have quietly collected much loot while the artists wait.
David Rovics, US-based songwriter/traveller/blogger and left-of-centre commentator, has seen this happening.
Although he makes many of his songs available free of charge on his website, he also
thinks that singers who write songs deserve to receive more than 'exposure' for their
efforts.
Should a corporation like Spotify, like the well-known' big guy' in social media, Mark
Zuckerberg, have this much leverage over singer-songwriters? Should the gig
economy of Uber now apply to musicians?
Rovics shudders at the thought, and is launching a campaign against streaming
platforms making megabucks at singers' expense.
He calls it 'Penny per Song', with the clear intention of demanding fair
remuneration for people supplying music to Spotify, et al.
You are invited to check details on David's website as well as listen to his song promoting the campaign.
(But beware - Rovics is a prolific composer, and you just might find yourself drawn to many other excellent songs
by the man!)
To reference a line from Mr Cohen, 'come forth from your cloud of unknowing' and ask the questions that need to
be asked of 'streaming platforms'....Things only change for the better if we want them to.
Geoff Hastwell, Editor & SCALA Board Member

Historical Note
Asked to nominate the best song he'd written, Barry
Gibb reflected and answered: To Love Somebody,
because of its unambiguous, emotional statement for
the listener.
The young Gibb had just met Otis Redding in New
York, and manager Robert Stigwood invited Barry to
write a song for the famous performer. Soon, in partnership with brother Robin, Barry had To Love Somebody ready to go.
Apparently, much of Barry's admiration and affection
for Stigwood also infuses the number.
Sadly, Redding had no chance to record it, dying in
plane crash not long after meeting the Bee Gees.
So it was that the Bee Gees themselves did the
honours; the rest, to coin a phrase, is history. The
song went to #6 on the Australian charts, also did
well in the US but not so well in the UK. Many others
have covered To Love Somebody since, including
Janis Joplin, Rod Stewart and Roberta Flack.
Des Wade
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Judith Crossley Memorial Songwriting

Award

The Judith Crossley Memorial Songwriting Award is held
annually at the Fleurieu Folk Festival, this year on 25-27
October.
The Award is named in memory of the late
Judith Crossley, who was during her life,
a well-known figure on the SA folk scene and a
long-time member of SCALA.
The Award was founded to encourage people to write songs about
South Australian stories, people and places.
The Award will be opening up for entries in June.
So keep an eye open for entry details. Information for entrants will be
available at www.songwritingaward.org and http://
www.fleurieufolkfestival.com.au

BO DIDDLEY - WHAT'S IN A NAME?

variety, and might be evidence for an order and a
meaning in the universe. Since this time, human
beings have developed similar theories, all around
that Pythagorean notion.
The term 'celestial monochord', was coined in the
medieval period and linked with cosmology, maths,
spiritualty and the like.
By the late 18th century, more prosaically, the
monochord was widely employed as a musical
instrument. One version consisted of a wire stretched
along a wooden base and over a bottle which served
as both bridge and amplifier. Alan Lomax, in the
southern US, records coming across a bigger version,
where a thicker wire was tensioned between two
walls of a shack and struck to produce a deep thrum
while dancers shuffled and sang beneath. The effect
was arresting and eerie, said the musicologist.
So - not far then to blues and roots, particularly in
parts of the world where money was scant but love of
music and song was plentiful.
Lomax discovered that one name for the monochord
was 'diddley bow', with another being 'jitterbug'....
(Did the name of the dance come from the
instrument, one asks?)

Many of us have heard of Bo Diddley, born Ellas Otha
Bates in the US in 1928, and going on to become a
serious exponent of Chicago R&B, a guitarist,
songwriter and singer of no mean calibre. But his
unusual pseudonym/stage name..... where on earth
did it come from?

If you read Tim Winton's Dirt Music, by the way, you'll
see extended reference to the monochord/diddley
bow, about which I knew zilch until Des gave me this
information!
Geoff Hastwell, from article supplied by Des Wade

It's quite a story, and can maybe be dated to the time
of Pythagoras (580 - 500BC) and his mathematical
excursions. Leaving aside triangles, Pythagoras was
fascinated by the fact that a stretched string, plucked,
gave rise to sound and movement of great (potential)
scala.org.au
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WHAT STARTS OFF A SONG
AND MUCH MORE....
SCALA Workshop led by Jim Williams, 23/4/19
Sorry - if you weren't able to get to this SCALA workshop, you'll simply have to accept my possibly inadequate summary of events.
I can confidently state, however, that each 'worker in
song' present would have been inspired and helped
immensely, in a two-hour plus presentation that seemed
to have gone by in 30 minutes.

invariably uttered by heroes like Roy Rogers, Cisco, or
the Lone Ranger. Remember?! The youthful Jim had
attended scores of such films, recalled the line and incorporated it all those years afterwards. Indeed, earlier incarnations of the song had 'Looky Yonder' as the title.
Being ready to grab a moment, a teeny 'inspiration
needle' can be invaluable for songwriters, said Jim. He
gave the example of a party interstate, when lazing and
socialising in the sunshine, he spied a gob of chewinggum and a leaf beside his chair - very soon, a 'silly little
lyric' was bubbling in his head, to be developed further
at a later (but not too much later) time.

Chatting to me in the Box Factory kitchen just before
starting, Jim confided that he'd never done anything like
a workshop in his life, and so might be unsure or
unfocussed on his first go. He added that the term
'passion' would be at the core of his address, and that he
believed/believes it should be at the very top of a modus
operandi for all serious songwriters/performers.

Then Jim Williams challenged both himself and us. He
stated that a songwriter (and poet, novelist, playwright)
can turn to almost any bit of passing trivia to trigger a
song, and to prove this, turned to the wall behind him.
On it was a watercolour of a rosella, part of the resident
art group's exhibition at the venue. Jim squinted to read
the painting's caption, grabbed his trusty Maton and
sang us that caption - 'Who's a pretty boy, then?'! One
And so it came to pass. On the room's whiteboard, Jim
or two chords, various time-signatures and rhythms, and
scribbled a few lines from (we learned later) his own
much interest from all gathered! Amazing what can be
songs that would illustrate various points over the
evening, but a single word, in caps, immediately grabbed achieved in such an exercise. We understood what Jim
was driving at!
our attention: HONESTY. In all good songwriting,
maintained Jim, this must be paramount. Attempts to cut That most elusive of creatures, the Muse, knocks but
corners, to fudge lack of knowledge of one's subject, to
rarely, said our teacher. Serious writers will never slight
fall back on tired imagery and melody will, sooner or
her when she does, no matter what; indeed, we may risk
later, fail. Songwriters seeking to second-guess 'market- hurting loved ones, but if the Muse calls, one must never
trends' and tailor their work to produce 'a hit' may well
say 'pop back later'.....! (Fred Smith, in his SCALA
never rise above mediocrity.
workshop last year, anticipated Jim, confessing that he
Paradoxically, one of Jim's own avatars in song has made
a lot of money from her writing, though only 26 years of
age. Her name is Casey Musgrave, and she currently has
two songs in the highly prestigious US Country Top 100.
Jim played a recording of Casey's, a lyric detailing the
need to be loved, comforted and valued by an “ex”, even
if the physical component of the relationship has gone.
Jim pointed to the writer's strikingly original imagery, the
strong chorus, a subtle development of the theme and,
above all, the honest heart in her song.

has leaped from the marital bed at 3am to grab pen, paper or guitar, despite courting the wrath of his dear wife
Marianne!)
Jim recommended making time each day to strum a
chord/chords and thus open oneself to a 'song mode'.
Similarly, if you use a guitar or keyboard to help write,
obtain one with excellent sound quality - the 'contract'
you build simply gets stronger and stronger as a result.

Finally, recommended Jim Williams, when you think it's
time to give that new song to the world, be sure to
Now 65, Jim revealed that he's written over a thousand
respect both world and song. Know the 'new child'
songs since his adolescence in the northern suburbs and thoroughly, have all items needed ready to hand and
his growing desire to make a career of his interest. He
working well, be aware of good mic technique and use it,
added that the career choice has taken several sidetracks dress well. It's all part of that professional aura/attitude
and batterings, but he's always returned to his vocation. that goes with a good song.
And only relatively recently, Jim considers, has his work
accrued substance and value - sobering thoughts for any Oh yes - join APRA. Many advantages.
musician/writer contemplating this creative pathway.
(And why not buy 'Click Bait'? Yes, it's Jim Williams' latest recording and it is more than good!)
The many insights offered us from Jim's experience of
life and music were greatly appreciated, even for those
Geoff Hastwell
well over two score and six - for example, the notion that
our own memory-store can provide valuable lines, images and 'windows' that provide great impetus to a song.
'Mrs Johnson', Jim's classic portrait of a 'lady of the night'
from his Welsh home town, has the opening line: "Looky
yonder......", a common usage in many westerns,
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SCALA SPONSORS
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A LITTLE LEVITY
A young singer-songwriter performs one of his songs and is
approached by an eminent critic on its conclusion.
'Would you like my opinion of your song?' asks the critic.
'Yes', replies the singer.
'It's worthless', says the critic.
'I know', says the singer, 'but tell me anyway.'
Des Wade
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